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Get the full story

Viewmaster gives you real-time recording with no missing frames
Multiple camera CCTV systems use just one digital chip for eight or even sixteen cameras. The result is the
jerky movement during playback that’s so familiar with CCTV. The jerkiness makes it difficult to pinpoint an
exact moment of action.
ViewMaster, new from Verdant Technologies, records at an amazing 200 images per second by using one chip per
camera. That means eight separate video channels per eight camera card.

Ideal For:
Schools
Pubs and clubs
Warehouses
Retail Outlets

Behavioural monitoring and site security in one package.
Where the action is fast.
Remote monitoring and stand alone recording in one package.
Discrete viewing from your store computer.

Because ViewMaster uses one chip per camera and records up to 25 frames per second on multiple cameras …

…You can see all of the action
Multiplexed systems share a single chip between cameras and update more slowly…

		

…So you can miss vital details
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ViewMaster also has an impressive range of features. Ask for our full Technical Specification for more details.

Feature Summary
Easy backup and replay of incidents	The player is embedded in the incident file. Just double click to replay on
most Windows XP computers.
ViewMaster grows with you as your
Add up to 3 additional 8 channel camera cards (see below) to upgrade
needs change: Upgrade from 8 to 24
your system in easy steps from 8 to 24 camera inputs.
camera inputs in a single unit.
Unlimited number of remote users
So no more frustration when the maximum number of network users
is exceeded.
Portable remote viewing	Automatically download the embedded control via internet/network to
view live and recorded cameras in Internet Explorer.
High quality images for evidential use	Records full video frame at 640x480 pixels.
Fast update for remote monitoring	New H.264 video compression designed for variable bandwidth networks,
such as internet, gives fast frame update.
Flexible recording options	Movement based, continuous or scheduled to record what you want,
when you want.

Multi-camera display with live image viewing.

Each camera card records up to eight video cameras.

Available in small footprint, industrial or tower units.

…So if you want the full story use Viewmaster
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